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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a video scene annotation method
based on tag clouds. First, user comments associated with a video are
collected from existing video sharing services. Next, a tag cloud is gener-
ated from these user comments. The tag cloud is displayed on the video
window of the Web browser. When users click on a tag included in the
tag cloud while watching the video, the tag gets associated with the
time point of the video. Users can share the information on the tags that
have already been clicked. We confirmed that the coverage of annotations
generated by this method is higher than that of the existing methods,
and users are motivated to add tags by using tag-sharing and tag-cloud
methods. This method assists in establishing highly accurate advanced
video applications.
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1 Introduction

The amount of multimedia content available on the Web has been explosively
increasing in recent years as an increasing number of video and music clips are
being posted and shared in existing video sharing services such as YouTube
1. Since these video contents include very interesting or valuable information,
many users desire to search these contents. The existing video retrieval method
in video sharing services is realized by searching metatexts posted by the owner,
such as title, description, and tags. Because these metatexts are not associated
with video scenes, this method cannot perform video scene retrieval.

Applications summarizing videos or retrieving scenes from them must acquire
meta-information about the contents of those videos. Here, we call this meta-
information annotation [6], and this information can be obtained by extracting
keywords related to the video contents. Previous studies either used an auto-
matic method [12] in which metadata were extracted by using image-recognition
and voice-recognition technologies or a semi-automatic method [2, 5, 9] in which
expert annotators associated video contents with high-quality annotation data
by using annotation tools for describing MPEG-7. The accuracy in automatic
recognition of the content of amateur videos contents is still not high because
they may include noise, indistinct voices, and blurred or out-of-focus images
1 http://www.youtube.com/
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[1]. Automatic recognition technologies are therefore not necessarily effective for
amateur videos. Another problem with the audiovisual content created by am-
ateur users is that it is not cost-effective to have experts using semiautomatic
annotation tools for associating all the video contents with detailed annotations.

We then developed a video scene annotation system Synvie [13] that allows
Web users to voluntarily associate user comments with the video content. Synvie
has two annotation methods. One method allows users to submit comments to
particular scenes. The other method allows users to write a weblog entry quoted
video scenes. Both these methods associate user comments with video scenes.
However, a drawback is that the coverage of annotation to video scenes is low.

In this paper, in order to overcome the disadvantages of Synvie, we proposed
a tag-cloud-based annotation method that allows Web users to easily increase
the coverage of annotations.

2 Synvie

Let us define “user comment” as a text written by a user when the user watches
a video, such as impression, opinion, and evaluation of the video. We assume
that this comment is written in the body of a videoblog [7] entry or a bulletin
board system. We define a “scene tag” or “tag” as a keyword or a short token
associated with a scene. A scene tag consists of a word, a word class, a level
of importance, and pointer to scene. A “tag cloud” is the display style of a set
of tags, and the font size of each tag is changed corresponding to the level of
importance of the tag in order to allow users to easily find objective tags. We
define “media time” as the internal time of a video; the starting time of a video
is considered as zero media time.

Synvie is a video sharing service that can acquire annotations associated with
video scenes. Synvie allows Web users to annotate and share comments while
watching a video by using an interface, as shown in Fig.1. At the lower right
of Fig. 1 (a), a list of users’ comments is displayed, and these users’ comments
change with the video scenes. Moreover, Synvie allows users to write a Weblog
entry for specific video scenes. These user comments include some keywords that
express the contents of a scene. We accumulate these keywords as annotations to
realize video applications. Users may desire to submit their own opinions, share
comments, and write blogs that introduce the video to readers. The difference
between Synvie and YouTube is that the former includes a function that allows
users to associate comments with “scenes” of a video.

This type of annotation has some problems. First, the coverage of annotations
associated with scenes is low, as shown in Fig.2. In the graph of Fig. 2, the
vertical axis shows the number of scene tags generated from the user comments
associated with the scene, and the horizontal axis shows the scene (divided by
2 s, which we call a scene). The highest number of tags possible is 20 and the
lowest number of tags is 0. In short, although impressive scenes have many tags,
non-impressive scenes cannot acquire tags. In order to realize advanced video
applications, all scenes must have many tags. Therefore, we need to develop an
annotation system that allows users to associate annotations flatly.

Synvie allows users to vote for scenes by clicking buttons, which we term as
“button annotation,” as shown in Fig.1 (b). There are “Good” and “No Good”
buttons in order to evaluate the video scenes. Web users can click on these
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Fig. 1. Synvie. a)Comment-based annotation. b)Button-based annotation.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of user comments.

buttons repeatedly. Moreover, users can share the results of votes by watching
a level meter near each button. In the result, favorite scenes are clicked more
frequently. These results may be usual for advanced video applications, such
as video summarization. In short, this is the easiest annotation method. In the
public demonstration of Synvie, the number of comment-based annotations is
3534 and the number of button annotations is 18854. We believe that it is better
to acquire more semantical annotations by using the button annotation method.

At the same time, we developed a video scene retrieval system Divie [3] based
on the annotation acquired from Synvie. Divie allows users to select tags from
a tag cloud generated from annotations acquired from Synvie in order to input
a query.

3 Annotation System

We propose an annotation system that allows users to easily add annotations
while watching a video on a common browser. We also combined the button
annotation method with the tag-cloud approach in order to acquire annotations
effectively. The major advantage of this system is that since Web users add
annotations extensively and voluntarily, it is cost-effective.

3.1 System Archtechture

Fig.3 shows the system archtecture.
First, Web users watch videos using video sharing services such as Synvie

and YouTube. Then, they submit user comments or blog entries concerning the
videos they are interested in. The public demonstration of Synvie 2 involved
2 http://video.nagao.nuie.nagoya-u.ac.jp/ (Japanese only)
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Fig. 3. Structure of our system

324 registered users, 126 videos, and 3534 user comments associated with the
videos. Moreover, there are numerous comments and blog entries written by
YouTube users on the Web. These comments can generate tag sets by using the
tag extraction method. Moreover, a level of importance of each tag is estimated
automatically. A tag cloud is generated corresponding to the level of importance
of the tags. Web users can click any tag in the tag cloud at any time.

3.2 Annotation Method

Fig.4 shows the interface of the proposed annotation method. There is a video
window on the left-hand side of the window, and a tag cloud on the right-hand
side of the window. Web users can associate a tag with the media time of a
video by clicking the tag in the tag cloud. When a user clicks a tag, the tag is
highlighted. The highlight disappears completely in 2 s. Users can click the same
tag repeatedly. Moreover, the tags clicked by other users are also highlighted.
Therefore, a user can know other users’ impressions by sharing the highlighted
tags. Expected tags are adjectives (such as “cool” and “cute”), nouns (such as
“boy” and “panda”), and verbs (such as “run” and “sleep”).

Web users can click any tag at any time. Because a user clicks a tag while
watching a video scene, there is some relation between the meaning of the tag and
the scene. By associating a clicked tag with the scene, we use this information
as the video scene annotation. By accumulating these annotations, we develop
advanced video applications such as a video scene retrieval system.

The advantage of this method is that users can add annotations while the
video is being played. A user can thus share other users’ impressions and opin-
ions. By sharing these impressions, we expect to motivate the users to add more
annotations.

The effect of this method is that semantical annotations are associated with
video scenes by associating tags with the media time of a video. Moreover, even if
an annotation added by a user is too subjective, a majority of annotations added
by a majority of users may be objective. By sharing the clicked tags between
users, the collaborative annotation [10] is expected. For example, a user may
click tags not clicked by other users.

4 Generation of Tag Cloud

Next, we discuss a tag generation method. In general, a tag cloud is statistically
generated from tags posted by many users. Because a tag cloud cannot be gen-
erated from a single tag, it is necessary for many users to submit tags, which is
troublesome. Because there are many user comments associated with videos in
video sharing services such as Synvie and YouTube, it is effective when tags are
generated from these user comments.
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We propose a method to generate a tag cloud from user comments acquired
from Synvie. First, tags are generated from user comments. Next, the level of
importance of the tags is estimated. Finally, tag clouds are generated from the
tags and by considering level of importance. A tag consists of a word, word class,
and pointer to video. Since we focus on not only Synvie but also YouTube whose
comments are not associated with the media time of a video, we do not use the
media time of user comments acquired from Synvie.

4.1 Tag Extraction

We discuss a tag extraction method. Tags are automatically generated from user
comments acquired from Synvie.

They are extracted as follows (Fig. 5). Each user comment is first automat-
ically analyzed and converted into morphemes, and subsequently, nouns other
than dependent nouns, verbs other than dependent verbs, adjectives, and un-
known words are extracted from these morphemes (unknown words are treated
as proper nouns) by using the Japanese morphological analysis system ChaSen
[4]. The basic form of each morpheme becomes a tag.

Because this method cannot generate tags that consist of compound words,
we modified it to convert a series of nouns into a tag. Our system also assumes
that comments are mainly written in Japanese; therefore, if a series of alphanu-
meric characters such as “Web 2.0” appears in Japanese text, the algorithm
generates a tag corresponding to the series.

4.2 Estimation of Tag Importance

In general, the font size of a tag in a tag cloud depends on the number of
users who submitted the tag. In other words, the more popular a tag, the more
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important it is. Since our method uses tags generated automatically from user
comments, the level of importance of general words such as “man,” “data,”
and “thing” is high when we use the common algorithm. We then employ the
tf-idf algorithm. Tf-idf is an algorithm that extracts important words from a
document. The expansion of tf-idf is given as follows: tf represents term frequency
and idf represents inverse document frequency.

The term frequency tft,c of tag t that belongs to video c is the following.

tft,c =
nt,c∑
k nk,c

(1)

where nt,c is the count of tag t that belongs to video c.
The inverse document frequency idft of the tag is the following.

idft = log
|D|

|{d : d ∋ t}|
(2)

where |D| is the total number of videos, and |d : d ∋ t| is the number of videos
associated with the tag t.

Then, tfidft,c of the tag t that belongs to video c is the following.

tfidft,c = tft,cidft (3)

The level of importance of a tag corresponds to the value of tf-idf, provided
that the level of importance of an adjective tag corresponds to the value of tf.
Although some adjective tags are often used, they are also important. The tag
size is changed on the basis of these levels of importance.

4.3 Generation of Tag Cloud

A tag cloud and a video are displayed in the same window. Because it is difficult
to find tags from a tag cloud consisting of many tags, we have to limit the
number of tags. In this study, we limit the tags to up to 30 words. These tags
are selected randomly each time. We expect that all the tags are selected if many
users watch a video. We expect the collaborative effect by multiple users. The
font sizes of tags are changed in accordance with the level of importance. These
tags are sorted in an alphabetical order.

5 Experimental Result

We perform experiments to evaluate the proposed system. Sixteen university
students are chosen as the subjects. The subjects had already learned how to
use the system. The target videos are A, B, C, D, E, and F, as shown in Table
1. The contents were posted by users of Synvie.

5.1 Evaluation of Interface

The proposed interface has the following two features: (1) a tag cloud and (2)
tag sharing that enables users to share the tag information. A tag cloud consists
of tags whose sizes are modified by their importance. To evaluate these features,
we perform the following three experiments.
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Table 1. Experimental contents

video category length num of scenes
A laboratory intoroduction 8 min 23 s 60
B entertainment 12 min 47 s 4
C animal 2 min 32 s 16
D animation 5 min 39 s 41
E art 1 min 41 s 1
F cooking 1 min 16 s 18
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Fig. 6. Evaluations through the questionnaire. “5” signifies very good and “1” indicates
poor.

– Exp-1 is based only on a list of tags whose sizes are constant.
– Exp-2 is based on a feature of a tag cloud.
– Exp-3 is based on both tag cloud and tag sharing features.

The target contents are A and B. Two groups are considered in each experi-
ment. No person watches a video twice. That is, we assume a situation in which
a user watches a video only once.

The following questionnaire was given to the subjects.

– Interface: Usability of the interface.
– Interest: Do you like this system?
– Community: Do you have a sense of belonging to the community of users?
– Understanding: Do you understand the video content?
– Satisfaction: Are you satisfied with this system?

Subjects vote for each questionnaire by performing a five-stage evaluation.
The averages of these votes are shown in Fig.6.

Let us compare Exp-1 with Exp-2. From the viewpoint of Interest, the
average of Exp-2 (4.1) is higher than that of Exp-1 (3.2). This result suggests
that the tag cloud is an important factor that enables users to develop an interest
in movies. In the case of Understanding, the average of Exp-2 (3.7) is higher
than that of Exp-1 (2.8). This result suggests that users can watch a movie
attentively because the tag cloud interface allows them to find tags more easily.

Next, let us compare Exp-2 with Exp-3. In the case of Community, the
average of Exp-3(4.4) is higher than that of Exp-2(2.1). Although movies in
both Exp-2 and Exp-3 are shared on the Web, the average of Exp-2 is low. This
result suggests that the users have a sense of belonging to the community of
users when sharing tags. From the viewpoint of Satisfaction, users accept the
proposed interface because the average of the averages of Exp-3(4.0) is higher
than Exp-1(3.2) and Exp-2(3.8).
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5.2 Evaluation of Annotation

Let us evaluate the annotations acquired by the proposed approach. The tar-
get contents were posted in Synvie. Because these movies had scene-related-
annotations that had already been acquired from Synvie, we compare the Synvie
approach with the proposed approach by analyzing the tags corresponding to
scenes. Tag clouds are generated from annotations acquired from Synvie with-
out using scene-related information. These annotations include more keywords
related to scenes than that of YouTube.

Evaluation Method We proposed a method for evaluating the annotations.
In the Synvie approach, although a particular scene has numerous annotations,
the other scenes have little annotation, as shown in Fig.2. That is, the coverage
of the Synvie approach is low. To evaluate these characteristics, we proposed the
following evaluation functions. In this study, the scenes in a video are automat-
ically divided every 2 s.

First, Taverage(x) is the average number of tags in the scenes that include
one or more annotations.

Taverage(x) =

∑
s∈S′

x
T (s)

|S′
x|

(4)

where S′
x is a set of scenes (belonging to content x) that include one or more

annotations, and T (s) is the number of tags that are associated with Scene s.
Next, Tcoverage(x) is the ratio of the scenes that include one or more anno-

tations in content x.

Tcoverage(x) =

∑
s∈Sx

K(T (s))
|Sx|

(5)

where Sx is a set of scenes belonging to content x, and K(u) is the following
step function.

K(u) =
{

1 u ≥ 0
0 u < 0 (6)

To minimize the difference between the video contents, we defined the eval-
uated value as the average value for all the videos.

Experimental Result The experimental results are shown in Fig.7. In this
system, we feel that the quality and quantity of annotation varies with the
number of users. The results are expressed in the graph; the horizontal axis
represents the number of users and the vertical axis represents the evaluated
value. Fig.7 (a) shows the evaluated values of Taverage(x), and Fig.7 (b) shows
the evaluated values of Tcoverage(x).

We consider the average number of tags per scene, as shown in Fig.7 (a). In
the Synvie method, this number is approximately five times higher than that in
the tag-cloud method. Although numerous tags can be generated when a user
writes a long comment in a scene by using the Synvie method, the tag-cloud
method does not allow users to click many tags in a scene. However, numerous
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Fig. 7. Results. a) The number of tags per scene, b) The coverage of tags per content.

users will participate in adding annotations in the latter method because it is
easier than the former method. Because the number of tags increases monoton-
ically with the number of users, numerous tags may be acquired when many
users participate.

Next, we consider the coverage of tags, as shown in Fig.7 (b). The coverage
in the Synvie method has increased to approximately 40%, while the peak in the
tag-cloud method was nearly 100%. These results show that the users clicked tags
in almost every scene. Because the users can share the tag-clicked information,
there may be a psychological compulsion on users to click tags that have never
been clicked. That is, the tag-cloud method is the best from the perspective of
the coverage of tags.

These results suggest that the tag-cloud method generates tags more widely
and easily than the Synvie method. In the case of the tag average, the Synvie
method is superior to the tag-cloud method. Further, the tag-cloud method
consists of tags generated from Synvie. It may be useful to combine both the
tag-cloud and Synvie methods. This approach will be investigated in a future
study.

6 Related Work

In order to recognize content of videos or images, there exists some Web annota-
tion systems such as WebEVA and Google Image Labeler. IBM Efficient Video
Annotation (WebEVA) System [10] is a Web-based system that has a mecha-
nism to annotate some concepts on large collections of image and video contents
collaboratively in order to make a TRECVID ground truth. Many users evalu-
ate the relation between a concept and a video by associating the following tags
with each relation: positive, negative, ignore, and skip. When many users eval-
uate the same content at the same time, there may of course be contradictory
evaluations.

The ESP Game [11] and Google Image Labeler3 are mechanisms that enable
users to add tags to an image in a manner that users consider to be a form of
entertainment. It is an online contest that allows you to label random images and
help improve the quality of image search results. It is a very clever mechanism
that requires minimal efforts and provides entertainment. Tags acquired from
3 http://images.google.com/imagelabeler/
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this mechanism are used for the technical improvement of content-based retrieval
of images.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed video scene annotation method based on tag clouds.
This method has two features. One is a tag-cloud based annotation interface. The
other is a tag-sharing function with other users. We confirm that these functions
motivate the users to add annotations. Further, the proposed method resolved
the problem of low coverage of tags faced in previous studies. The combination
of this method with the Synvie method will enable the acquisition of superior
annotations.

In a future study, by considering this method with the Synvie method, we
will put this system to use. Further, we will study some applications based on
annotations acquired in both the Synvie method and tag-cloud method.
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